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In  this paper we compare the effect of the finite index restriction on the 
generating power of the following classes of language-generating devices: 
ETOL systems, EOL systems, context-free grammars, context-free programmed 
grammars, ordered grammars, matrix grammars, and indian parallel grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
In earlier papers (Rozenberg and Yermeir, 1977, 1978) the effect of the finite 
index restriction on ETOL systems was quite throoughly investigated. One can 
give two main reasons for the interest in ETOL systems of finite index: 
--biological; there are numerous examples of a biological development with 
a limited number of "active" cells, 
--mathematical; the finite index restriction is a classical restriction considered 
in formal anguage theory (see, e.g., Salomaa, 1973), and it is certainly worthwhile 
to investigate its effect on language-generating devices parallel in nature. 
This paper continues the research by Rozenberg and Vermeir (1975a, 1977) 
First of all, we investigate he effect of the finite index restriction on the classic.a[ 
extensions of a context-free grammar, namely, on context-free programmed 
grammars, ordered grammars, and matrix grammars. We prove that this 
restriction in all these cases yields the same family of languages: the family of 
finite index ETOL languages (Rozenberg and Vermeir, 1978). In this way we not 
only demonstrate he importance of the family of ETOL languages of finite index 
but we also provide another link between the "sequential" and the "parallel" 
formal language theories. In this way numerous results from Rozenberg and 
Vermeir (1978) are carried over to "sequential" families of context-free pro- 
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grammed, ordered, and matrix grammars under the finite index restriction. 
For example, unlike the well-known case of context-free grammars, the controlled 
and uncontrolled finite index restrictions on these families coincide. One should 
point out that from the mathematical point of view an ETOL system is an 
elegant object to investigate (it is a finite family of finite substitutions), whereas 
the various extensions of a context-free grammar mentioned above form rather 
obscure objects to deal with mathematically. This gives us another, technical 
advantage of the equality results proved in this paper. 
Indian parallel grammars (see, e.g., Sa!omaa 1974) form an interesting and 
natural step between context-free grammars and L-systems. We show that the 
finite index restriction on them yields a class of languages inbetween context-free 
languages of finite index and ETOL languages of finite index. In this case the 
controlled and uncontrolled finite index restrictions yield different results. 
In the last section of the paper we compare the effect of the finite index 
restriction imposed on the families noted above with the effect of this restriction 
imposed on EOL systems and context-free grammars. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of formal language 
theory (e.g., in the scope of Salomaa 1973) and with the basic notions of L-systems 
(see, e.g., Herman and Rozenberg, 1975). 
In this paper we consider context-free grammars (cf grammars), context-free 
programmed grammars (cfp grammars), ordered grammars (cfo grammars), 
matrix grammars, indian parallel grammars (ip grammars; see, e.g., Salomaa, 
1973), and ETOL and EOL systems. We use cS(CF), ..cS(CFP), ~Z'(CFO), ~(M), 
~e(/P), ~e(ETOL) and .-q~(EOL) to denote the corresponding families of languages. 
We also use the letter P to denote the A-free (propagating) restriction. In this 
way we get classes ~(PCL), ~(PCFP),.L.W(PCFO), 2.¢(PM), 2,f(PIP), ~'(EPTOL) 
and ~(EPOL). 
Given a grammar G of any of the above types we say that it is of index k, if for 
any word in the language of G (denotedL(G)) there exists a derivation such that 
no intermediate word in this derivation contains more than k nonterminals if G 
is of type CF, CFP, CFO, M or IP or more than h active symbols if G is of type 
ETOL or EOL. (A symbol a in an ETOL system G is called active if there is a 
production i  G of the form a--+ c~ with c~ =/~ a. The set of all active symbols in G is 
denoted by A(G).) We say that G is of uncontrolled index h, if for every word in 
L(G) every derivation of it is such that no intermediate word in this derivation 
contains more than k nonterminal (respectively active) symbols. We say that G 
is of (uncontrolled)finite ndex if it is of (uncontrolled) index k for some k. 
We use FIN(k), FINU(k), FIN, F INU as subscripts to denote the restriction 
to index k, uncontrolled index k, finite index, and uncontrolled finite index, 
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respectively. Given a family of grammars X and a restriction of type Y we use 
~(X) r  to denote appropriate families of languages, thus yielding expressions of 
the form oW(X)FIN(~), ~O(X)FINU, etc. (It is worthwhile to recall here that 
context-free grammars of uncontrolled finite index are usually referred to as 
ultralinear grammars.) 
Given two language-generating devices G and H we write L(G) = L(H) if 
the languages of G and H differ at most by the empty word (A); in such a case 
we call G and H equivalent. 
For a word x we use alph x to denote the set of symbols that occur in x. For  
a languageL, A lphL  denotes the set I.)x~ alph x. Also, if x is a word then we use 
x(i) to denote the ith symbol of x. Let V be a finite alphabet. We use V<~ 7~, k >/ 1, 
to denote the set of all words in V + which are not longer than k. Let A be a 
subset of V. The homomorphisms Pres~ and Era are defined by 
Pres~(a)=a if a~A,  
= A otherwise, 
and 
Era(a) =A if aeA,  
= a otherwise. 
For a word x we use #~x to denote the number of occurrences of symbols from A 
in x, i.e., #~x = [ Pres~x ]. Let G = <V, ~,  S, X)  be an ETOL system. The set 
~'(G) of useful alphabets of G is defined by ~g(G) = {alph x: s *~ x N w for 
some w ~L(G)}. Given two languagesL 1 andL2,  we use f#(So, L1, L~) to denote 
the set {P G ~* :  p(L1) ~ L 2 • N}. 
To simplify the notation we assume that if G is a cf, cfp, cfo matrix or ip 
grammar then each production ~r has a unique label denoted as lab 7r and the set 
of all labels is denoted as Lab G. 
I f  P is a set of productions and A -+ ~ is in P then we write A -+p e. 
We end this section by recalling a result from Rozenberg and Vermeir (1975a) 
that is very useful in this paper. 
DEFINITION 1. An ETOL system G = <V, ~, S, X)  of finite index is in 
finite index normal form (abbreviated F INF)  if A(G 0 = VIX and G is an 
EPDTOL system of uncontrolled finite index. 
THEOREM 1. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary ETOL system 
of index k produces an equivalent ETOL system of index k which is in finite index 
normal form. 
2. CONTEXT-FREE PROGRAMMED GRAMMARS 
In this section we show that cfp grammars under the finite index restriction 
generate precisely ETOL languages of finite index. 
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LEMMA 1. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary cfp grammar 
of index k produces an equivalent ETOL system of uncontrolled index k. 
Proof. Let G = (VN,  VT, P, S )  be a cfp grammar of index k. Define a 
new alphabet V = {[i, v,j]: i~ Lab G, v E Vfiv ~, 0 ~ j ~< ' v I} v) Vr u {§, g}, 
where § and 9 are new symbols. Let rr = (i), Ai --~ e~i, S(i), F(i) be a rule in P, 
where O~ i = a i ,oA i ,aO~i ,  1 " '"  Ai.zio~i.zi for some 1 i ~ O, .di, 1 ,..., Ai.zi c F" N , 
O~i, 0 ' ' '  Ogi,li ~ W :¢. 
(1) For every v e V} k such that A i ¢a lphv  and for every j~F( i )  we 
define a table Ti,j., as follows. 
[i,v,t] T~.j.~ [J ,v,t] for every0 ~t  ~< Iv! ,  (1.1) 
a T¢,,.v) a for every a E V T t.) {§, 9}, (1.2) 
[s,u,r]  r~.j.~+9 for a l l l  ~<r ~< ]u] , i f svC ioru=#v.  (1.3) 
I f  v e V~ e and t are such that v(t) = Ai then we define 
v(i, t) = v (1) - -  v(t -- 1)Presvn(ai)v(t + 1) "" v([ v ]). 
(2) For every v E V} k and t such that v(t) = X i and I v(i, t)I ~ k and 
for everyj ~ S(i) we define a table Ti.j.~., as follows. 
[i, v, r] r;.~,~.,> [J, v(i, t), r] for 1 <~ r < t, (2.1} 
[i, v, t] T;.~.,: c%0[J, v(i, t), t]%r[j, v(i, t), t q- 11%,2 "-' [j, v(i, t), t -k l~ - -11%a: 
(2.2) 
[ i ,v,r]  r,,~.~.,> [ J , v ( i , t ) , rq - l~- -  1 ] fo r t  <r  ~ ]vI ,  (2.3} 
[s,u,r] r,.j,~,,> 9 fo ra l l l<~r~lu] i f s~ iorucav ,  (2.4} 
Ti , j ,~,t  
a > a for all a c V r U {§, 9}- (2.5). 
We need one more special table 
Ts,ar t = {§ --+ [i, S, 1]: i e  Lab G} v9 {X-+ X: Xe  V}. 
Let ~a be the collection of all the tables defined above and consider the ETOL 
system H ~ ~ If, ~a, §, Vr). H simulates G as follows. 
To every string x = %Av~IA 2"" An~,,, n <~ k, where a 0 ... ~ E VT* and 
A I .... , _//~ ~ VN, being rewritten in G there corresponds a string x = %[i, v, 1] 
%[i, v, 2] % "'" [i, v, n] aN, where i indicates which rule is to be applied and 
v = PresvN x remembers the string of nonterminals appearing in x. The third 
component of a symbol [i, v, r] indicates that this symbol stands for the rth 
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symbol of v, i.e., [i, v, r] stands for A~. This information suffices to determine 
how x is to be rewritten in G, to simulate it, and to compute the next rulej. I f  the 
ith rule is not applicable on any symbol from x then this is simulated by an 
application of a table Tid.v, where j ~ Lab G is the label of the next rule to be 
tried. The application of the ith rule to At in G withj  the label of the next rule 
to be tried is simulated by an application of the table Ti,j.v.t • From all this it 
easily follows thatL(G) ~ L(H). 
On the other hand it should be clear from the construction of ~ that H is of 
uncontrolled index k. Hence the lemma holds. | 
LEMMA 2. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary ETOL system of 
index h produces an equivalent cfp grammar of index h. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we may consider only deterministic ETOL systems of 
index k. From Rozenberg and Vermeir (1975, Lemma 4, and proof of Lemma 2) 
it follows that there exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary EDTOL system 
of index k produces an equivalent (the so-called label-iterative) cfp grammar of 
index h. 
Thus the lemma holds. | 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2. (1) For every positive integer h, 
5e( CFP)F,N(k) = 5~( PCFP)vIN(~) = ~(  CFP)FINU(k) =- ~(PCFP)FINU(k) 
= ~(ETOL)FIN(~) •
(2) ~(CFP)F,N = ~(PCFP)F,N = 5e(CFP)FxNu = 5Y(PCFP)F,NU 
= ~(ETOL)F IN .  
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 1 and 2, their proofs, and 
Theorem 1. | 
3. ORDERED GRAMMARS 
In this section we show that ordered grammars under the finite index restric- 
tion generate precisely ETOL languages of finite index. 
First we prove the more obvious half of this result. 
LEMMA 3. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary efo grammar of 
index k produces an equivalent ETOL system of uncontrolled index k. 
Proof. Let G = ~ V•, Vr,  P, S)  be a cfo grammar of index k. For every 
production ~r in P we define Pr(rr) = {B E VN: B -+ fl ~ P for some fl E (V N u VT)* 
and lab(B--+ fl) > ~r}. Thus, Pr(~r) contains all left-hand sides of productions 
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U-~<k which have pr ior i ty over ,r. Define a new alphabet V = {[% t] : v ~ , u ,  1 ~ t 
! v I} t) Vr u {9}}, where 9 is a new symbol.  Let  ~r: A -~ ~ be a product ion in P, 
where ~ = %A1~ 1 -'- A~ for some n ~> 0, % --' c~ ~ V* r and A 1 ,..., A,~ ~ Vs .  
For  every v ~ V} k and t which are such that v(t) = A, I v [ -6 n - -  1 ~< k, and 
{i: v(i) e Pr(~r)} = ~ we define a table T~,~,~ as follows. 
Let  v(~r, t) ~ v(1) "'" v(t -- 1) Presvu(C~ ) v(t -6 l)  "" v(] V I). Then  
[v, r] r~'~'i~ [v(~r, t), r] for all 1 ~< r < t, (1) 
[v, t] r~.~,> %[v(~r, t), t] % "-- [v(rr, t), t + n - -  l] c~,  (2) 
[v,r] r~'~'i+[v(rr, t ) , r -6n - -  1] for a l l t  <r  ~< v] ,  (3) 
[u,r ]  r .. . .  ~, ~ for a l t l  ~<r ~< u! i fuCv ,  (4) 
a r~'~'2+ a for all a ~ Vr .  (5) 
Let  ~ be the collection of all the tables defined above and consider the ETOL 
system H = (V, ~,  [S, 1], Vr) .  Obviously, H is of uncontrol led index k. 
On the other hand, it should be clear that an appl icat ion of a table T~,~,~ during 
a succesful derivat ion in H simulates the (legal) appl icat ion in G of the product ion 
~r to the tth nonterminal  occurrence of a word x which is such that PresvN x = v. 
HenceL(G)  ---- L(H) and the lemma holds. [1 
Now comes the less obvious part of the main result of this section. 
LEMMA 4. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary ETOL system of 
index k produces an equivalent cfo grammar of uncontrolled index k. 
Proof. Let  G = ( V, ~ ,  S, 27) be an ETOL system of index k. By Theorem 1 
we can assume that G is in F INF .  Define a new alphabet V N = {[% i, P],  
[%i ,P ] :ve(V1Z)<k,  1 ~<i~ Iv ] ,  pG~}Lg{§ ,9} ,  where § and ~ are new 
symbols. 
(1) We define a new set R of product ions as follows. 
X-R-~ 9 for all Xe  VN. (1.1) 
§ R [S, 1, T] for all Tc~.  (1.2) 
Let  [v, i, P] ~ VN be such that #vlzP(v) <~ k and let v(i) P--~ e~ = 
%A1% -'- A~a~ for some n >~ 0, % "'" a n c Z'* and A 1 ..... A~ ~ V/S. 
A lso le t  t #v\zP(v(1) ""v( i - -  1)) .Then[v, i ,P]K~R(v, i ,P,T)  
and [% i, P]  R R(v, i, P, T) for all T ~ ~,  where R(v, i, P, T) = 
%[Presv\zP(v), t -6 1, T] a 1 "-' [PresvlzP(v), t -6 n, T] ~ and where 
R(v, i, P, T) is obtained from R(v, i, P, T) by "barr ing"  all 
occurrences from symbols f rom VN. (1.3) 
643/39/3-5 
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(2) We assign labels to the productions in R as follows. 
A production of the form X-+ 9 as its label. (2.1) 
A production of the form [v, i, P] -+ R(v, i, P, T) gets (v, i, P, T) as its label. (2.2) 
A production of the form [% i, P] --~ R(v, i, P, T) gets (v, i, P, T) as its label. (2.3) 
(3) We define a partial order > on R. 
I f /< j then[v , i ,P ]9  > (v, j, P, T) and [v, i, P]9 > (v, j, P, T) for all 
v~(VIX)<<-k,P, Te~.  (3.1) 
I fP  @ Tthen [u, i, P]9 > (v,j, P', T) and [u, i, P]q > (v,j, P', T) for all 
for all u, v E (VIX)<~ , i , j  ~ 1 and P '  E~.  (3.2) 
If i > 1 then [u, i, T]9 > (v, 1, P, P')  and [u, i, T]9 > (v, 1, P, P')  for all 
u, v e (VIX)~ <~, T, P and P '  in ~.  (3.3) 
Finally, let H = (VN, Z, R, §, >)  be a efo grammar. H simulates G as follows. 
The first production used in every succesful derivation is of the form § -+ 
[S, 1, T]. A step x ~ y in a successful derivation in G is then simulated in H 
by a sequence of rewritings leading from a string of the form ~0[v, 1, P] ~x[v, 2, P] 
c~ "'" ~lvl_l[v, IV 1, P] ~l~I, where v = Presv\z(x ) to a string of the form 
flo[U, 1, T]fll[u, 2, T] fl~ "" (u, l u ], T]/31~1, where u = Presv\x(y) (or, symmetri- 
cally from ~0[v, 1, P] ~1 "-" [v, l v ], P] ~lvl to flo[U, 1, T] fi~ "" [u, ] u 1, T] flt~l)- 
Thus an occurrence [% i, P] stands for the ith nonterminal occurrence in x 
and P stands for the next table to be applied. 
The relation > (see (3.1)) takes cate of the fact that the symbol [% 1, P]  
is rewritten first. In general, the part of > defined in (3.1) takes care that before 
we simulate the rewriting of v(j), every occurrence v(i) with i < j has already 
been treated. Next the symbols [v, 2, P] ..... Iv, ] v ], P] are rewritten, in this order, 
and the part (3.2) of > gaurantees that the next table (T) chosen at the rewriting 
of [v, 1, P] is also chosen when rewriting [% 1, P],..., [v, 1 v 1, P]. The part of > 
defined in (3.3) forces H to rewrite all symbols [v, 1, P],..., [% 1 v 1, P] before 
rewriting any "barred" symbols, that is, to start he simulation of the application 
of T on y. From all this it follows that L(G) = L(H) and also that H is of 
uncontrolled index k. Hence the lemma holds. | 
THEOREM 3. For every positive integer k, 
~q~( CFO)vlN(~) --- ~q~( PCFO)Fm(~) = ~( CFO)wNU(~) 
= ~(PCFO)F,N(k) = ~q~(ETOL)F,N(~). 
~LP (CFO )Fm = ~Z~( PCFO )F,N ~ ~ ( CFO )F,NU 
--- .Lf( PCFO)FxN u = £P( ETOL )F,~ . 
(1) 
(2) 
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Proof. Theorem 3 follows from Lemmas 3 and 4, their proofs, and 
Theorem 1. | 
4. MATRIX GRAMMARS 
In this section we demonstrate that matrix grammars, under the finite index 
restriction, are also equivalent to ETOL systems of finite index. To avoid un- 
necessary technical complications we consider a modified notion of an index in a 
matrix grammar. We count the number of nonterminals only in those strings in 
a derivation that result from completing the application of a matrix. In this way 
if the index of a matrix grammar is h it can still happen that in certain successful 
derivations, strings appear with more than k nonterminals (these strings are 
obtained during an application of a matrix, but not when the application is 
completed). By considering this modification we gain a considerable simplifica- 
tion of the formalism in our proofs. At the same time it should be clear to the 
reader that essentially the same proof methods could be applied to prove 
analogous theorems for matrix grammars of finite index in the usual sense. 
Also, we use the subscript ac to denote the appearance checking version of a 
matrix grammar. Thus, e.g., o~°(Mae)HN denotes the class of languages generated 
by matrix grammars with appearance checking under the finite index restriction. 
LEMMA 5. There exists an algorithm which given an arbztrary matrix grammar 
of index k produces an equivalent ETOL system of uncontrolled index h. 
Proof. Let G = (Vn ,  Vr ,  d/ ,  S)  be a matrix grammar of index k. Define 
a new alphabet V = {Iv, i]: v ~ V~ ~, 1 ~< i ~< ] v [} W Vr w {~}, where ~ is a 
new symbol. For x in V~ 7~ and M in J//Z, Der(x, M) denotes the set of all possible 
derivations in G starting from x and "directed by" M. For D ~ Der(x, M), we 
use res D to denote the word obtained by D and we use res~ D, 1 ~ i ~< ] x l, 
to denote the contribution of x(i) to res D. For all x ~ V~ ~, M ~ JZ, and D in 
Der(x, M) which are such that •V N res D ~ k, we define a table Tx,M, o as 
follows. 
(1) a--~r*'M'gaforal lain FT. 
(2) Let 1 ~ i~ ]x]  and letres iD  =a0A~ 1. . .A~a n for some n >70, 
%'"  ~n c VT* , and A 1 ,..., A n ~ V N . Also, let t ~ #vN(res I D "" resi_l D). Then 
Ix, i] r*'M'D> %[PresrN(res D), t + I] % "" [Presrx(res D), t @ n] c%. 
(3) X--~r~.M.D 9 fora l lX in  V1VT. 
Let ~ be the set of all such defined tables and let H = (V, ~,  [S, I], Vr) be 
an ETOL system. Clearly, H is of uncontrolled index k and L(H) = L(G) and 
thus the lemma holds. 
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LEMMA 6. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary ETOL system of 
index k produces an equivalent matrix grammar of uncontrolled index k. 
Proof. Let G = (V, ~,  S, Z )  be an ETOL system of index k. By Theorem 1 
we can assume that G is in F INF.  Define a new alphabet V N : {[x, i], [x, i]: 
xeV~,  1 ~ i ~ ]xl}. For everyx in  V~ ~and T in ~ which are such that 
#v\zT(x) ~ k and alph(Presv\z T(x)) ~ ~(G), we define a matrix M(x, T) as 
follows. 
For 1 ~< i ~< Ix I, let T(x(i)) = ~,oA~,~. I . . .A~,~.~ for some l~ >~ 0, 
~i ,0""cq,~eX* and A~, 1 ..... Ai ,~eVIX.  Also, for 1 ~ i~]x l ,  let t~= 
#v\zT(x(1) "'" x(i -- 1)). Then M(x, T) is the following sequence of productions. 
Ix, 1] -+ o~l.o[Presv\zT(x), 1]R1,1 "'" [Presv\zT(x), ll] ~Lh, 
[x, Ix [] -+ ~l~l,o[Presv\zT(x), tl~ I + 1] al~l,x '.. [Presv\zT(x), tl~ [ + ll~l]c~l~l,~rxl 
[Presv\zT(x), 1] --~ [Presv\zT(x), 1], 
[Presv\zT(x), tl~ I 4- l/~l] ~-> [Presv\xT(x), tl~ I 4- ll~l]. 
Let J{  be the set of all matrices defined above and consider the matrix 
grammar H = (V  N , 27, ~ ' ,  [S, 1]>. Clearly, H is of uncontrolled index k. The 
simulation of G by H is straightforward: one application, during a successful 
derivation, of a table T in G on a word v with Presv\ z v = x is simulated by one 
application of the matrix M(x, T). HenceL(G) = L(H) and the lemma holds. | 
THEOREM 4. (1) For every positive integer k, ~(M)FIN(~ ) = ooq~(PM)FiN(/d =
o~ta(M)FINU(D = Ie(PM)HNU(k) = ~cPae(M)FIN(~): ~ae(PM)FIN(~) = 
~ae(M)FINU( D : L~oao(PM)FINU(k) = .~(ETOL)FIN(~ ) .
(2) ~(M)FIN -= ~(PM)FIN --- ~C'W(M)F,NU = £~°(PM)FINO ~--- ~ac(M)mN = 
f~'ac(PM)FIN -~ ~(¢ac(M)F,NU = ~ae(PM)F,NU = ~q~(ETOL)~,N. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 5 and 6, their proofs, and 
Theorem 1. (The reader should note that the constructions used in the proofs 
of Lemmas 5 and 6 are also applicable in the case of matrix grammars with 
appearance checking.) 
Remark. We would like to point out hat Stockii (1972) proved that 
~(M)FIN(k ) = .~Z~(CFP)FIN(k). However, we have proved Theorem 4 here for 
several rasons: 
(i) The proof by Stockii (1972) is in Russian, and the journal itself is 
almost unavailable in the West. 
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(ii) We think that our technique of reducing all these problems to finding 
an equivalent ETOL system or simulating an ETOL system is more elegant 
simply because an ETOL system is algebraically more elegant (it is a finite set of 
finite substitutions) and because an earlier paper (Rozenberg and Vermeir, 1978) 
provides a number of very helpful results about F, TOL systems of finite index 
iike, e.g., the finite index normal form. 
5. INDIAN PARALLEL GRAMMARS 
Indian parallel grammars (see, e.g., Salomaa 1974) form a very natural 
extension of context-free grammars. The language-generating power of these 
grammars is not comparable with the language-generating power of context-free 
grammars. However, as we demonstrate, under the finite index restriction they 
generate a class of languages in between ~c°(CF)vm and £~(ETOL)FIN. 
Just for the sake of completeness let us remind the reader that the only 
difference between ip grammars and cf grammars is that in the former in a 
single derivation step all occurrences of a nonterminal must be rewritten by 
the same production. 
The following notation is useful in the sequel. Let D: S = x 1 ~ --" ~ x~, 
n >/ 1, be successful derivation in an ip grammar G = (VN, Vr, P, S). For 
1 ~ i ~< n and any subword y of x 1 we write (y )  to denote the word obtained 
from y by erasing all symbols that do not contribute to x~. 
LEMMA 7. There exists an algorithm which given an arbitrary ip grammar G, 
produces an equivalent EDTOL system H. Furthermore, if G is of index k then H 
if of index k. 
Proof. Let G = (V~-, Vr ,  P, S)  be an ip grammar. For each production 
~r: A -+ a in P we define a table T~ = {A -+ a} u {X --~ X: X c (UN U Vr)/A}. 
Let ~ = (T~: 7rEP} and let H ~ (V•u  VT, ~, S, VT) be an ETOL system. 
Obviously, H is deterministic and L(H) = L(G). Also, it is clear that if G is of 
index k, then H is also of index k. Thus the lemma holds. | 
The following lemma is interesting on its own. In our opinion it illustrates 
nicely the inherent limitations of the "partial parallelism" in the ip rewriting 
mechanism. 
LEMMA 8. K = {anb~c~: n =/- 1} 6 Y( IP) .  
Pro@ Assume the contrary, i.e., L(G) = K for some ip grammar G = 
(Viv, VT, P, S), where V T = {a, b, c}. Clearly we can assume that G is 
"reduced" in the sense that every nonterminal can derive a terminal word. 
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Let n > (maxr G) (2N+a)~N, where maxr G is the length of the longest r ight-hand 
side of any production in P and N = #(V  N w Vr). Define K~ = {atb~d: t >/n}. 
Let D: S = x 0 ~o xl :~a "" ~a xz = w be a "shortest" derivation in G of a word 
! t w e K~,  i.e., if D':  S = x 0 =>a x 1 ~a "'" =~a x~, = w' is a derivation of any word 
w' in K ,  then l' >~ L From the definition of n it follows that there exist integers 
0 ~<i<j<nsuchthat  
alph xi = alph x j ,  alph(xi)  = alph(xj) ,  and I(x~)[ > I(x~)l. (1) 
In  the sequel we put x = x~ and y = xj .  Let/x, p, and v be the sequence of 
productions used in D to derive x from S, y from x, and w from y, respectively. 
I t  follows immediately from (1) that pu(S) = v(x)e If*. We then claim the 
following. 
CLAIM 1. I pv(x)l >[v(x) [ .  
Pro@ Assume the contrary, i.e., [ pu(x)] <~ I v(x)]. Let D': S ~,v  w' e V* 
be the derivation associated with/,v.  Clearly, w' e Kn and ]/~v I < ] t~P v I and 
thus D'  is a derivation of a word in K~ which is shorter than D, a contradiction. 
Thus the claim holds. | 
Let x = XaX~bX~Xb~X, be a decomposition of x such that the following holds: 
pv(X) e (a}* for all X e alph x~, (i) 
(ii) pv(X) e {b}* for 
(iii) pv(X) e {c}* for 
(iv) if x~b v ~ A then 
all X ~ alph xb, 
all X ~ alph xc, 
#apV(Xab) > 0 and #bpv(Xab) > O, 
(v) if xb~ @ A then #bpv(xb~) > 0 and #~pv(xo~) > O. 
Note that ] x~b I ~< 1 and [ xbe [ ~< 1. Clearly all alphabets alph(x~), a e {a, b, 
c, ab, bc} are mutually disjoint. From Claim 1 it follows that at least one of the 
two cases holds: 
[ v(x~xb~x~)] < I pv(xox~x~)l (2) 
or  
I v(xax~x~)I < I pV(XaX~XOT. (3) 
The other case being symmetric, let us assume that the first case holds. Let T~ 
be the minimal subword of pv that defines the contribution of x~ to w. We 
consider two cases. 
(I) Xab va A. We then claim the  following. 
CLAIM 2. I f  x~ *~c U then #x.bu = O. 
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Proof. Assume the contrary; i.e., there exists a word ~ ~ P* such that x a = 
gO z :~ (1) Ul =:>.~(2) ... :::>AG(I~I) /21/~1 = U such that ui :~ u~ for i @j, #~b(ui) = 0 
for 0 ~< i < ] Z I and #%b(u) > 0. But then x =~a o¢lNabO~2Xaba3 for some alcc2aa e 
(V  N W VT)* and thus Apv(x) derives a terminal word in K*{a}+{b}+Vr*{a}+{b}+V~, 
a contradiction. Hence the claim holds. | 
From Claim 2 it follows that "r~(xbxbcxc) is a subword of XbXbcX ~because 
otherwise ra(xbxo~x~)  (V  N w Vr)*{a}+{V~ t3 VT)* and thus r~(x) ~ {a} + 
x~b(V N t3 VT)*{a}+(VN t.)VT)* which can derive terminal words not in K. 
Hence 
ra(X) a {a}*x~bz for some subword z of XbXb~X, (4) 
The following can be shown using a proof similar to that for Claim 2. 
CLAIM 3. I f z  *~a u then #xou -= O. 
Now let v~c be the minimal subword of v that defines the contribution of z to 
v(z). It follows from (4) and Claim 3 that raV~c(x) ~ {a}*x~z' for some z' e {b}*{c}*. 
Let w"= r~vbcov(x)EL(G). From the construction it follows that #o,w" = 
#ar~(x~) 4- #~Ov(xa6) = #aw. On the other hand (2), the definition of vbc, and 
(4) imply that #{b,~}w" = #bpv(x~b) 4:- #{b.c}v~(z) < #~pv(X~b) + #(b,~}pv(X~XbcX~) 
< #{0,~}W. Hence w" eL(G)\K,  a contradiction. 
(II) Xa = A. Clearly then, r~(x) = a~ZoalZl ... a~zt, where t ~> 0, 
al "'" a~{a}*,  and z-----z 0 --" z, is a subword of xbxbcxc. Consider w"= 
-r~v(x) eL(G). From the construction it follows that #~(w") >/ n 4- #~v(z) 
#~(w). On the other hand, (2) implies that 
Hence w" eL(G)\K,  a contradiction. As both cases a~b ~ A and x~b = A lead 
to a contradiction, the lemma holds. | 
From Lemma 8 we immediately obtain the following. 
THEOREM 5. ~( IP)FIN C f~(ETOL)F IN  . 
Proof. The inclusion follows from Lemma 7. On the other hand, K = 
{a~b*'c~: n >~ 1} is an ETOL language of finite index and, by Lemma 8, not an 
ip language. Thus the theorem holds. | 
THEOREM 6. ~(CF)FIN ~ ~qC~(/P)FIN • 
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Proof. LetL  =L(G)  be a cflanguage of finite index, where G = (V  n , Vr ,  
P, S )  is a cf grammar of index k. Define a new alphabet V~v = {A(i): 1 ~< i ~< k, 
A ~ VN}. Let 7 be a finite substitution on V N u V r defined by 
y(X) = {X} if X E Vr,  
={X( i ) : I  ~<i~<h} i fX~V N. 
Let P' = {X-+ x: A ___~e a, X e y(A), x ~ 7,(a)}, and let H = (VN , VT , P', S )  
be an ip grammar. Clearly, L(H)  = L(G) and H is of index k. The strict inclusion 
then follows from the fact that {anbna~b~: n >/ 1} is in ~°(IP)FINU(2), whereas it 
is not even a cf language. 
We now prove that for ip grammars the finite index and the uncontrolled 
finite index restrictions yield different language-generating power. First, however, 
we have to recall some notions from Rozenberg and Vermeir (1977). 
DEFINITION 2. An ETOL system G = (V, ~,  S, Z )  is called metalinear if 
(1) S does not appear at the righ-hand side of any production in any table 
of G. 
(2) I f  A --~ a is a production in G with A :/: S then #A(c)c¢ ~< 1. 
We use S~(ETOL)m 1 to denote the class of languages generated by metalinear 
ETOL systems. 
DEFINITION 3. Let G = (V, ~ ,  S, 2J) be an ETOL system. A symbol A 
in V is called actively reeursive, abbrevilted A-recursive, if there words c~, fi 
with #A(G)C~fi /> 1 such that A ~+ aAfi. I f  G contains an a-recursive symbol 
then we call G A-recursive otherwise we call G NA-recursive. 
The following two results from Rozenberg and Vermeir (1977) are useful in 
the sequel of this paper. 
THEOREM 7. There exists an algorithm which given an NA-recursive ETOL 
system constructs an equivalent metalinear ETOL system. 
THEOREM 8. K = {anbn: n ~ 1}* ¢ ~(ETOL)ml .  
Using Theorems 7 and 8 we can easily prove the following two results. 
LEMMA 9. ~(IP)F,NC C__ ¢~q~(ETOL)ml. 
Proof. Let G = ( V N , V r , P  S )  be an ip grammar of uncontrolled index k. 
Let H = (V  N w VT, ~ ,  S, VT) be an DETOL system, where -~ = {T~: ~- c P} 
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and, for every w = A ~- -  ~ in P, T; = {~r} u {a -~ a: a ~ (V~v w Vr)/(A}}. 
Clearly L(H)  = L(G). Since G is uncontrolled finite index, for no A in V N 
can it be that A ~+ aAfi with #7N(afi) >/ 1. Consequently H is NA-recursive 
and, by Theorem 7, there exists a metalinear ETOL system H such that L(H)  = 
L( a). | 
THEOREM 9. ~°(/P)FIN U C ~f(/P)HN. 
Proof. By definition ~(/P)FINU C ~c~a(]p)H N .
From Lemma 9 it follows that ~(IP)FINU _C ~(ETOL)ml ;  hence by Theorem 8, 
K = {a~b~: n ~ 1}* is not in ~(IP)FIN v . However, clearly K ~ ~cP(IP)FIN(2 ) . | 
6. SUMMARY 
In this section present the diagram of interrelationships between various 
classes of language-generating devices under a finite index restriction. 
First of all let us summarize the results of the first three working sections of 
this paper. Together with Theorem 1 they yield the following result. 
THEOREM 10. For every positive integer k, 
~(ETOL)FIN(k) ~(EPDTOL)FIN(k) = o,~f(ETOL)FINU(k) 
= ~(E)PDTOL)wNU(k) 
= ~f(CFP)FIN(} ) = ~,_Cf(PCFP)FIN(k ) : S(CFP)FINU(~) 
= oCf(PCFP)FINU(k) 
-- .~f( CFO)F,N@) = c~f( PCFO)HN(k) = ~f( CFO)FINU(~) 
= ~f(PCFO)HNUO~) 
: ~(M)FIN0d = ~(PM)FIN(k)= ~(M)HNU(~:)= ~¢(PM)FtNU(~) 
- -  ~'O(Mac)FIN(D = ~(PMae)FIN(/c) : o~(Mae)FINU(k) 
= ~qf(PMac)FINU(k) • (1) 
~f(ETOL)HN : oCf(EPDTOL)FIN : ~Cf(ETOL)HNu : c~f(EPDTOL)HNV 
= f f (CFP)FiN = ~f(PCFP)FIN = ~Qf(CFP)FIN U = ~(PCFP)F IN U 
= (~f(CFO)FIN = ~f(PCFO)FIN = f~(CFO)HNU = ~f(PCFO)HNU 
= ~(M)FIN = S(PM)F~N = ~(M)FIN U = ~(P]~r)FIN U 
= ~(M~o)FIN = ~(PM~o)FIN = ~°(M~o)FIN~ = ~e(PM~o)HNU. 
(2) 
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The following diagram holds: 
£ (ETOL) FIN 
4/  I \4  
I [ . . . .  2 £ (IP) FIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. l 
£ (EOL) FINU 7 . . . . . . . . . . .  i ~'£ (IP) FINU 
£ (CF) FIXU 
(1) I f  there is a directed chain (#sol id  edges) in the diagram leading/tom a
class X to a class Y then X C Y; otherwise the classes X and Y are incomparable but 
not disjoint. 
(2) I f  there is a directed solid edge between X and Y with a label i, 1 ~ i ~ 4, 
then K i  ~ X~ Y, where 
K 1 = {Aa~Bb~Cc~: n ~ 1}, 
K2 = {anbna%~: n >/ 1}, 
K 3 = {a~b~: n ~ 1}*, 
and 
K~ = {a'~b~c~: n >~ 1}. 
(3) I fXand Yare incomparable and in the diagram we have X 1-* - - !] y 
then K i E X \  Y and Kj  ~ Y IX.  
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Proof 
(1) Inclusion results 
(1.1) LEMMA 10. 5e(EOL)FIN U _C ~(ETOL)m 1 . 
Proof of Lemma 10. Let K =L(G)  e ¢zCP(EOL)FINU , where G = (V, T, S, 2 )  
is an EOL system of uncontrolled finite index k with #A(G)  = n. Let M = 
2n!. Define a new alphabet V' -~ V u {S'}, where S'  is a new symbol and a 
new table P = {S' ---> a: o~ ~ Ti (S)  for some 0 ~< i < M} u {A --+ ~: a e TM(A), 
A ~ V}. Consider the EOL system G' = (V' ,  P, S', Z ) .  Clearly, L(G')  = L(G) 
and G' is of uncontrolled index k. From a result of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg 
(1977) it follows that G' has the following useful property: 
I f  x *~a'Y for some x ,y  ~ V* then there exists a word z c V* such that 
x ~G' z with 
alph(PresA(G,) z) = alph(PresA(G,) y) (*) 
For every pair (A, B) of symbols from A(G' )  and for every alphabet A = 
{ A 1 ,..., A~} ~ ~[( G') we define the following sets: 
R(A, B, ~) = {~A~ ~ ~*: #~ > O) 
and 
~c(A, ~, ~) = c(s~,, A, R(A, B, ~) a C(&,, & " & ,  ~*). 
Clearly, a symbol A ~ A(G' )  is actively recursive of and only i fRC(A ,  B, A) ~ 
for some B e A(G') ,  A ~ ~(G' ) .  Let D be the set of all symbols B which are such 
that RC(A,  B, A) v~ ;~ for at least one A ~ A(G')  and A ~ ~(G') .  We then 
claim the following. (Suet G denotes the set {alph x: x *~ w for some w ~Z'*}). 
CLAIM. There exist an integer m >/0  such that for all B ~ .f~, P'~(B) C_ 
XA(a')* • (V*',,Succ G). 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists a symbol B E ~2 such that for 
every positive integer r, B ~ x r for some x r c V*A(G ' )  V* ~ Succ G'. Let 
Y/~ ~/(G') and A ~ ~(G ' )  be such that RC(A,  B, A) 7/= ;g. It then follows from 
(*) that d ~a" ~_/lf i~A* such that #Bail > 0 and also that x r =~a,y~Z*  
for all r ~ 0. Both cases being symmetric, let us assume that ~_dfl - -  ~_/tfi'Bfl" 
for some fi'fl" ~ V*. It is then a straightforward matter to show that 
pk 
*> 70371 ~, z ~- I~oAiL1Bt,~xllx3x~ ... t~xl~_l~k+l ~, VoyVlSv~y 1 "" vkYT~-lvT~+l S c 
for some YoYlP.o "" Ixk+l c V*, 7~v o '." %+1 ~= Z*. Since, obviously, 
#A(G')(~oA~IB,2 "" m~+l) >~ k + 1, 
this yields a contradiction and thus the claim holds. | 
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From the claim it follows that K is a finite language if S' 6/2. Since the theorem 
then holds trivially, we can assume that S 'e  A(G')\f2. We construct a NA-  
recursive ETOL system G" as follows. Define a new alphabet V" = V' tA {Mi : 
1 ~< i ~< m} u {O, §, g}, where Mi ,  1 ~< i ~< m, [], §, and 9 are new symbols. 
We define m -~ 2 new tables P'  and P i ,  1 ~< i ~< m + 1, as follows. 
(1) P '  contains the following productions. 
If d ~ ~ for some d c V'\D, ~ a V'* with #o~ = 0 then d ~-~ ~. (1.1) 
p, 
A -+ 9 for every A ~ (A(G')\/2) u {g, [~}, (t.2) 
p, 
a --+ a for every a c/2, (1.3) 
§ ~ MIS' , (1.4) 
p, 
M i --* Mi_ ~ for every 1 ~< i ~< m, (1.5) 
M 1 ~ i l ,  (1.6) 
p, 
3//1--> O- (1.7) 
(2) For every 1 <~ i ~ m, Pi contains the following productions. 
I f  a e pi(A) for some A e V'/f2 then A ~ ~. (2.1) 
Pi 
a ---* a for every a e D, (2.2) 
Mj ~ 9 for all i < j ~< m. (2.3) 
P~ 
.~f~. ~ [] for all 1 ~ j ~< i. (2.4) 
X ~ 9 for every X ~ {[], §, q}. (2.5) 
Let f :  V' ~ 2 v'* be a finite substitution defined by 
f (A )  = d if AEV'/~2, 
= P'~(A) if A e s9. 
(3) P~,+I contains the following productions. 
P 
I rA  --+ ~ for some A ~ g'/[2, c~ ~ V'* then A -v'~+~* [3for every fi ef(o 0. (3.1) 
a e~+!~ a for every a ~ g2, (3.2) 
Mi P'~+!+ M~ for every 1 ~ i ~< m. (3.3) 
X P~+~ 9 for every X e {D, §, 9}- (3.4) 
Let .~' = {P'} u {P~: 1 ~< i ~< m + 1} and Z '  = 27 u []. Consider the ETOL 
system G" = <V", ~ ' ,  §, 27'). Clearly, A(G") = (A(G')\/2) u {Mi: 1 ~< i ~ m} u 
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{§, ~, []}. Obviously, none of the new symbols in {Mi: 1 ~< i ~ m' A {§, 9, D} 
is actively recursive in G". On the other hand all symbols from D are nonactive 
in G r' and thus it follows from the construction of ~ '  that G" is NA-recursive. 
We claim that L(G") = []K. 
Intuitively, an application of P '  simulates an application of P in G' which is 
such that no symbols from £2 are introduced. An application of P~+I simu2ates an 
application of P (in G'), where symbols from D might be introduced. Hoecever, 
P,,+~ replaces uch occurrences B of symbols from ~2 by words from P~(B), which 
consist solely of nonactive symbols if the derivation is to be successful. Also an 
application of P,,,~+I causes the "counter" symbol M; to be switched to M~,  thus 
guaranteeing that the derivation will go on for at least another m steps, so tha;: the 
rest of the word can "catch up" with the subwords from Pro(B). (Note the proJuc- 
tions for Mi in P '  and P~, 1 ~<j ~ m.) An application of Pi, 1 ~ i ~ m, simulates 
the i last consecutive applications of P in a successful derivation in G' as Pi con- 
tains the productions _]l/I i -+ [] for 1 ~< j ~ i and [] -+ c is the only production 
for ~ in any table from G". 
It is then a straightforward matter to show that G" is an NA-recursive ETOL 
system generating [~K. Hence, by Theorem 7, [BK ~ ~q~(ETOL)ml and thus also 
K~ ~(ETOL)m 1 because oW(ETOL)mI is a full semi-AFL. It follows that 
£¢(EOL)FjNU C £¢(ETOL)mI. | 
(1.2) The inclusion ~(IP)HN _C ~(ETOL)FIN is Lemma 7, the inclusion 
C~(IP)F,N U __C ooW(ETOL)mi is Lemma 9, the inclusion ~.e(CF)F~N C_5F(IP)F~N 
follows from Theorem 6, and all other inclusion results in the diagram follow 
simply from the definitions. 
(2) Strict Inclusion Results 
(2.I) Clearly Ka~S(ETOL)m 1 but in Lemma 8 we have shown that 
K~ 6 ~(IP)FIN whereas it was proved by Rozenberg and Vermeir (1978) that 
K~ ¢ (EOL)FIN . 
(2.2) By Theorem 8, ~(ETOL)ml C 5¢(ETOL)F~N. 
(2.3) By Lemma 10 and Theorem 8, K365~(EOL)HNV but clearly 
K a ~ ~a(EOL)F IN  . 
(2.4) By Lemma 9 and Theorem 8, K a 6 ~*a(IP)FIN U but clearly 
K~ c 6e(IP)F,~. 
(2.5) Obviously 1<21 e X'(EOL)HN and _K~ ~( IP )F ,N  but K~ is not a 
context-free language. 
(2.6) One can easily see that K~ ~ ~(IP)HNU but K 2 is not a context-free 
language. 
(2.7) Obviously K t e L-cf(EOL)FINU but/£1 is not a context-free language. 
(2.8) One can show, (see, e.g., Salomaa, 1973) that K a ~ X'(CF)FIN \ 
o~*a( CF)FINU • 
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(3) Incomparability Results. 
(3.1) In Lemma 8 we have shown that K 4 $ oW(IP)FiN. Almost the same 
proof yields that K 1 6 ~(IP)FIN • 
(3.2) Rozenberg and Vermeir (1978) proved that K 4 6 ~(EOL)FIN and by 
almost the same proof one easily demonstrates that K S 6 ~(EOL)FIN • 
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